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About This Game

Death's Hangover is a ball and bat game, featuring mature comedy and themes. (Mainly poop jokes)

'Old grim has a hangover, and a really bad one.. after discovering bastard dracula has stolen souls, he summons two of the
greatest dead warriors to have ever lived, or the first ones he could find...

Only these two dead morons can get the souls back and defeat bastard Dracula once and for all. If they fail, Death will kill them
again... So no pressure..'

Game features

- A Ball,
- A Bat,

- Two dead idiots,
- 96+ levels,

- Massive boss fights,
- Unique Bonus stages,

- Sticky, Spike and ghost power-ups, plus many more,
- Powerups can be leveled up,

- Control the speed of the ball, with dash, and slowdown,
- Puzzle levels, as well as arcade style levels,

- Multiple routes, and secret areas,
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- Wacky humor throughout,
- Unique 2ply mode,

- Includes OST + Bonus tracks,
- Level editor, make your own levels!
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Title: Death's Hangover
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Retro Army Limited
Publisher:
Retro Army Limited
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or above

Processor: 2.0GHZ

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64mb graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 218 MB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum resolution required is 1280x720

English
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It's simple and Ueber.. Worst 'game' I have ever come across.

Total waste of time and money.. If you want know shikamaru hiden novels.
You can look it at here.
10\/10. Little Red riding Hood has always been my fave fairy tale, and this wacky lil' game has a bunch of wild "what if"
decisions you can make to change the outcome of the story, like befriending the wolf or aiming a shotgun at him when he tries
to eat Granny!

I'd loveee to have this as a "Choose your own adventure" book for bed time Q_Q. One of the most well respected and most
community supported race sims ever created.
The default content that comes with the game is fairly poor, but if you don't mind getting your hands a little dirty with mods
(which generally consists of dragging and dropping folders to add more content.) there is a world of racing available that will
appeal to anyone. Chances are if you can think of it, someone will have created it.

A must have.. The gameplay is fun. Storytelling is bad. It was a great experience at a low price.
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The creativity in HE: Untold is more well developed, compared to the original Hacker Evolution, and the storyline is ok, to a
point - then the storyline just gets dropped on the floor, and the game ends.

Can i recommend it? Possibly, the cmd-based game style appeals to me, aswell as the storyline along the way.

Will i recommend it? No, i will not! In a matter of 10 missions (tutorial included) the game will end, way too short!

I would rather sit back with Street Hacker (same cmd-based style), or back to Uplink, and enjoy myself with something longer-
lasting than this..

Oh yeah, let's not forget the hardcore DLC, which introduces another 2 missions (yeah, only 2) - is it even worth bothering?. If
you got the itch and Masters of Orion 3\/ civ 4\/ galactic civ 2 are up your alley then this game might entice you for a bit. It is a
slow paced, space empire building, turn based game. If you like those things than this slow 4x space game might be for you.
Likely you will not play it more than 1 time through sucesfully though (the first few times you will lose than eventually spend
hours building up the perfect empire and win) because even with many different maps all space looks the same. Unfortunately it
is a port from a phone. It shows.. A nice arcade style game for casual players or hardcore ones. Basically, the tiny droids revolve
around you that attack and protect you from opposing droids. A pretty good game that anyone can play and play against for a
couple of bucks!. I love the art in this 2D horror game! Everything is pretty much on spot.
The story and lore is very interesting and fresh.

The only thing that I didn't like is the run & hide mechanic.
It works well at the beginning, but I found it very boring when it happens a lot
later on cause you don't do anything when you hide. You just wait until everything is clear.

Well, I enjoyed it very much. If you hate school, but like spooky stuff then go for it ;). I enjoyed this game. The dialog is pretty
interesting and changes fairly frequently. The events are cool, and the concept of animal and plant genetics and splicing, is
interesting.

But some of the art is just really lame, where you can see white pixel outlines around the sprite. It just doesn't match up to
everything else. Automatic sprinklers are also really broken; sometimes one tile just doesn't get watered... or is the only one that
does. Sometimes if you choose to just "sleep" through days, the sprinklers don't go off at all and your crops don't get watered..
This game is the best game about giant legs that I have ever played! Once you have a clingy weapon which is enemy seeking in
your inventory and a regenner which heals you, you can easily wait patiently for hours at the beginning of the game while you
store up resources to annihilate the rest of the enemies in the game. Just remember that the clingy shots are useless on the 5th
boss where you have to target the red postal flag at the top and the clingy shots will just end up healing it.

For achievement hunters out there like me this one is an easy enough 100% as long as you don't mind spending some time
crushing puny mortals for awhile to get your stomp count up to 300.

When playing this game I could not help but be reminded of Duke's mighty foot from Duke Nukem 3D...

Despite my energy counter at the bottom of the screen being missing in action the game is exactly what you might expect it to
be frome watching the video. Enjoy!!!. NOSTALGIC

I REMEMBER WHEN WAS YOUNGER, PLAYNG THIS GAME 24/7

8,5/10 NOSTALGIC FOR THE FANS, AND ♥♥♥♥♥♥S. Story is not complex
-achievment not working
-very simple
-finish this game in less 10 minutes. hello dear seside dgigial arts, I played this game but it was no fun :(. you mustave constantly
have to collect octogonal petronoids in a fashion that is alongside anoying..... I must have to say, mario kart was my fav game on
xbox x. but this does not even start to compart with that masterpercing into my hearteries. I canniot reccomend this game to
anybody it it horrible. pokimane has a thiccer\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665than that stupid arcondogon anyway, tahst is the
fox name FWI.... Fun game, nice mix of tabletop and character customization. A few bugs still but nothing game breaking. I
would highly recomend if your looking for a rpg that doesn't require three days of reading or a crafting system that requires a
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college degree. Also a great sound track and I would have never known this was an asian game. Great Job!
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